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Ben Copeland 
Project Manager 

Jess Manning
 Beneficiary Coordinator

Thank you, from the 
Bristol Goods team



Your impact at a glance
∘ 51 people have been supported by the project since September 2021. We currently have 35 active members.

∘ There have been 446 visits in total to the weekly food store

∘ The project has delivered 3 social eating events since December 2021, with a total of over 150 attendees made up of 
both Bristol Goods members and other Imperial Apartment residents

∘ 100% of members asked have saved money since coming to Bristol Goods. Each member pays £3.50 per visit to the 
food store and the average weekly shop contains items worth over £20. This means Bristol Goods has saved members 
over £7359 in total

∘ 4320kg of store-cupboard and fresh food has been available to members and saved from waste, including 
1,801.2kg of fresh fruit and vegetables

∘ 80% of members asked said that they eat more fruit and veg since coming to Bristol Goods

∘ 10 members have completed their membership, having been supported to move on from the project

∘ A third of active members identify as either having specific needs or a disability- making their access to fresh food 
on-site essential

∘ Through a weekly presence in the community the team have deepened their understanding of the residents’ priority 
needs in order to develop and strengthen the project model

∘ A second location for a weekly food store has been agreed and plans are underway to open this in Spring 22.
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Introduction
     Following the success of the Caring in Bristol’s Cheers Drive model, providing meals for people housed through the 
'Everyone In' scheme, Bristol City Council invited Caring in Bristol to develop a project at Imperial Apartments. In September 
2021, with your support, Caring in Bristol established Bristol Goods to provide support to those residents living at the 
apartments who may be at risk of homelessness. This accommodation based in Bristol’s most deprived ward, is very isolated, 
with few services and amenities nearby. Bristol Goods was established to make fresh, healthy food more accessible, improve 
members’ cooking and budgeting skills, help build a connection between its members and the community, while also 
signposting and referring people to additional support services.

      The building itself, made up of converted offices, has no communal space. Bristol Goods began outside under a gazebo, 
but has now moved into a small storage room, giving the team a more permanent space to operate from. In just 6 months, 
only 2 of which have been inside, there is already a high level of engagement from residents with the project. The team 
are building links with the local community and have observed members building confidence around food. 

    Working creatively around the operational difficulties posed by pandemic, Bristol Goods has run 3 social eating 
events. Despite several challenges in the set up phase, the team have effectively adapted the project model, produced 
positive outcomes, and are using the learnings of the project so far to develop it further and increase its reach.



Beginning in September with 20 referrals, 
membership and attendance to Bristol Goods 
has been increasing steadily over the past 6 
months. Since 14 September Bristol Goods has 
received 56 referrals and had a positive 
response from referral partners.  

“Here at The Salvation Army we found the 
grocery service to be exactly what our service 
users needed. We have consistently had great 
feedback and they have provided fantastic 
services during hard times. From Bristol 
Goods our service users could get cheap and 
healthy groceries. A new service, the social 
eating takeout service, again our service users 
have been happy to have something like that 
at their home, and are eagerly asking for 
more! We have always found Caring in Bristol 
to be a reactive, responsive and dedicated 
organisation, always willing to take our 
feedback on board and adapt to service user 
needs." 
Victoria Diakou, Service Manager - Bristol 
Floating Support, Salvation Army

Membership The week before 
Christmas the team 
organised deliveries 
due to high Covid-19 
infection rates. 

Since moving inside 
again in late 

January 2022, 
attendance has 

started to 
increase. 

During Christmas week the food 
store was closed. Bristol Goods 
delivered food parcels to 
members who requested them.

Attendance steadily 
increased from week 
7 when the project 
moved inside.

Members have started 
recommending Bristol 
Goods to their family and 
friends.
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Maintaining variety of food
Bristol Goods collaborates with a fantastic charity called 
FareShare South West who are the project’s main food supplier, 
redistributing surplus food and reducing food waste. As well as 
food from FareShare, to ensure the members have plenty of 
choice and variety, the team have found ways to source specific 
items of food as requested by members, such as pulses. This 
included call outs on social media to Caring in Bristol’s supporter 
network for donations of items, and building links with local 
supermarkets who collect food items for the project or supply 
surplus stock.

“At the heart of Bristol Goods is a commitment to offer service 
users agency and dignity when they come to the weekly 
shopping sessions. What makes the project special is its 
‘offer’; people come to a well - stocked pop – up shop where they 
can browse the shelves and choose what they would like from a 
range of fresh foods and dry goods. As a result, they can both 
make familiar meals and try new foods.” 
David, regular volunteer

Challenges and Learning
Location
During the project planning phrase, a consultation with support workers 
based at Imperial Apartments found that the food store could not be 
more than 5 minutes’ walk from the building to ensure access for 
residents with mobility issues. With this key criteria shaping the project 
and the isolated location of the building – with no amenities nearby - the 
only suitable option was to establish food store on site. There are no 
communal spaces at the apartments, so Bristol Goods began under a 
gazebo in the car park, posing several challenges due to weather and 
logistics.

The team worked hard to build a relationship with the housing manager 
and were able to secure a room inside the building. In the indoor space 
staff have fostered a more accessible and comfortable environment, 
evidenced by increasing engagement. Operating inside has also 
increased opportunities to provide additional support to members.

Navigating Covid-19 
The ongoing pandemic, notably the spread of the Omicron variant, 
disrupted several areas of the project plan. Effective measures were 
introduced to keep members safe, including making one of the social 
eating events a takeaway. As infection rates continued to rise in the 
winter of 2021 the indoor food store did not have sufficient ventilation so 
the project was temporarily moved outside. Operating outside 
significantly reduced opportunities to engage with members and hold 
conversations that are crucial to both identifying support needs and 
collecting data about project outcomes.

With creative adaptations, including providing pre-packed parcels, 
distribution was safely managed. Personal choice is a key element 
of the project and the members’ journey to independence so the 
team designed an ordering system to give members autonomy 
over the food in the parcels while they were unable to browse the 
store. We're proud that Bristol Goods remained open through a 
difficult and uncertain time for members, providing support, healthy 
food and reducing social isolation.





The original set up outdoors made it difficult to hold these 
conversations with members due to bad weather. Now 
inside, there has been no separate space for private one-to-
one conversations, so these have been taking place in the 
corridor. The team have reviewed the outcome scale model, 
finding the eight questions took too long to complete and 
reduced time for other support. The team is currently 
designing a new outcome measurement tool to more 
effectively monitor the progress of clients supported by Bristol 
Goods. We have the pro-bono support of a data analyst 
based in Bristol to do this.

Shaping the support provision 
At the start of the project, the Beneficiary Coordinator carried 
out weekly phone check ins to each member. While there 
was a positive response, the project team identified possible 
duplication of support, as the majority of members also have 
a support worker or case worker assigned to them. After 
reviewing this process, the beneficiary coordinator now 
carries out an initial introductory call with each new referral, 
followed by an optional weekly call and any follow up work 
on a needs basis, such as welfare checks. This new process 
uses project resources much more effectively and is working 
well in conjunction with the weekly food store sessions.

Changes and development
Building partnerships 
As well as key relationships with referral partners and FareShare 
South West, the project is developing partnerships with different 
organisations in the city. Bristol Goods has strengthened links with 
Co-Exist Community Kitchen, a partnership first established during 
Cheers Drive (Caring in Bristol’s meal delivery project during 
Covid-19). Co-exist provide cost effective, high quality, nutritious 
and delicious meals for the social eating events, allowing the 
Bristol Goods team to focus on member engagement. The team 
are also reaching out to other Bristol food charities to increase 
collaboration. 

Bristol Goods have also worked closely with local stakeholders to 
make the case for a community space at Imperial Apartments. The 
project team have advocated for a community leader’s 
application to retro fit the bike store and transform it into 
community hub. While awaiting the outcome of this application, 
the Housing Management team is providing a shipping container 
for the hub. Bristol Goods has been invited to operate out of the 
container from Spring 2022.

Capturing Outcomes Data 
Collecting and monitoring data has been challenging due to the 
food store location. Outcome scales were one of the measurement 
tools planned for this project, asking members to score their 
feelings about areas such as food security, financial security and 
knowledge of services week on week.  

members are currently signed up for weekly 
chats. 6 



 
51 
members have attended  sessio s 

 
14 
members have attended  sessio s  

 
13 
members have attended  sessio s   

Client work and 
Outcomes

The members' regular attendance 
demo str tes t e positive impact of the 
service, the lit  o  t e rel tio s i s d 
i re sing tr st bei  b ilt it  st  d 
ol teers  t  obser e t t e  members 
re ot ble to  o e ee  t e  ill ret r  

t e ollo i  ee  it  t e orre t mo e  
demo str ti  sel s i ie

"T e ser i e o  ro ide is 
re tl  re i ted"

Bristol Goods Member

"T is i iti ti e is re ll  el i  
m i t i  m  so i l d met l 

ellbei "
Bristol Goods Member

"T s so m  or o r el   
do t o  ere  o ld be it  
o  s"

Bristol Goods Member

10
memberships 
completed 



"If I like this it means 
I will buy it at the 
shops." 
Member, while 
choosing a mango 

Food Confidence

80% of members asked have tried new food since 
coming to Bristol Goods.

Members have reported cooking with ingredients bought from Bristol 
Goods that they hadn’t come across or used before, such as pak choi, 
romano peppers, celeriac and other vegetables. It has enabled our 
clients to take positive risks with trying new food without negatively 
impacting their weekly budget. 

“The recipes we provide are healthy, nutritious, and we’re careful that 
they don’t use too much energy because of energy bills. Members 
have told us they really enjoyed the meals they’ve made.” 
Ben, Bristol Goods Project Manager

The recipe cards provided each week combined with the access to 
fresh fruit and vegetables provided by the food store have enabled 
members to cook healthier food for themselves. Members have given 
positive feedback, saying that they enjoyed the process of cooking, 
trying out new foods and sending photos of meals they have prepared 
to the team.

“As a former food retailer myself I feel proud of the team for the high 
standards and attention to detail which they expect of themselves and 
the volunteers they work with.” 
David, regular volunteer 
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Thanks for the bag of food is the best one 
yet... big tub of natural yogurt so I can make 

a delicious aloo gobi curry... loving all the 
fresh veg too. At least one good about me is 

that I'm eating healthy as eating healthy 
grub.. on the support front, ill fill you in over 
the next week or so in what I believe may 

help my situation or at least so I can walk in 
the right direction, so to speak. One 

comforting thought is that I know I‘m not 
alone and help's there if I need it. 

Thank you, your help means a lot.

Member who works during the service time 

My biggest concern is where I 
am going to get fresh food 

from, that’s why Bristol goods is 
so helpful 

Bristol Goods Member with mobility issues 

Tis a shame I missed food this 
week… missing my fruit and 

veg… just enjoy being healthier 
nowadays and carrying it is a 

pain 

Bristol Goods Member with mobility issues 

The food you get me, I love to 
cook, it’s clean, it’s healthy 

Bristol Goods Member 



Once you have peeled it chop it into cubes and you could roast it 
with some oil and seasoning or boil it to make mash or add to 

stews or make a soup! 

Poached Plums

STEP 1
To prepare the plums: wash and cut them into quarters, then 
remove the stones.

STEP 2
Tip some sugar into a pan with a cup of water, cinnamon, and 
vanilla (if you have). Gently heat until the sugar dissolves.

STEP 3
Slide the fruit into the liquid. Bring the pan to the boil, then let it 
simmer for 5-10 mins until the plums are soft. Leave to cool slightly 
and serve as they are with something creamy.

Recipe Cards
Preparing a Celeraic 

Preparing Pomegranite 

The pomegranate is a fruit that contains hundreds of edible seeds. 
They are rich in fibre, vitamins, minerals and bioactive plant 

compounds, but they also contain some sugar.

"I’m collecting all the 
recipe cards and 
keeping them in a folder 
for the future" 
Bristol Goods Member



Facilitating access to other support “Knowing this food is here takes some of the stress 
off as my benefits don’t always come in on time.”

Member experiencing financial issues. 
Bristol Goods provided them with information about a 
local debt and benefit service.

members have been referred for other support 
through attending Bristol Goods.

Referrals include LiveWest, Salvation Army, Project Z (Caring in Bristol), 
South Bristol Advice Services, the MAZI project and the mental health 
coordinator on the supported lettings team. 

Staff have also regularly signposted members to services for support, 
including Shelter Bristol, Bristol Law Centre, Centre for Sustainable Energy.

“I do overtime but my fines take it from me so I can't win.. council tax say I 
earn enough money so I'm not getting any help there either.. if only they 
knew the struggles I'm going through at the moment.. so charity help such 
as yourselves are a godsend right now.. again, thanks for the kind and 
friendly words and the weekly food.” 
Bristol Goods member who was referred to South Bristol Advice Services.

Bristol Goods’ presence at Imperial Apartments has increased 
awareness among members and other residents about other Caring in 
Bristol projects and the team have been able to link people to these 
services when beneficial.

21 members were referred to the Caring at Christmas meal delivery 
service run by Caring in Bristol to receive hot meals and a volunteer visit 
over the Christmas period.

7

Through regular conversations, staff have 
helped members to access courses and 
activities such as a local choir, I.T courses, 
Tai Chi lessons and a magazine that 
publishes pieces by people who identify as 
being working class. 

2 members are being supported to explore 
local volunteering opportunities, including 
at Hartcliffe City Farm

After completing an outcome scale, a 
member rang the Beneficiary Coordinator 
and told her: “that got me thinking I would 
quite like to do a course” 

The Beneficiary Coordinator is now working 
with them to explore community learning 
and other local courses.
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Story of Change 
L, Bristol Goods Member since October 2021 

∘ L was referred to Bristol Goods by Bristol City Council’s Community Development Practitioner. Since she started 
accessing food from the food store at Imperial Apartments she has been really enjoying cooking with 
produce from the pantry, especially the plantains.

∘ After a couple of weeks of attending the project, L spoke to the Bristol Goods beneficiary coordinator and 
explained that she felt like she needed more support and didn’t know how to access it. She had moved to 
Imperial Apartments with a support service but once she moved in, she had decided that she no longer 
needed it. She recognised she now needed the support again. The Bristol Goods beneficiary coordinator, 
on L’s request, put her back in contact with her Live West support worker. 

∘ During a follow up, check-in phone call L told the beneficiary coordinator L told the beneficiary coordinator that  
she has been feeling depressed felt that she would “have to get though it on [her] own”. The beneficiary 
coordinator explained there are services that can support her and asked if she would like to be put in touch 
with the mental health coordinator from the supported lettings team to talk about a wellbeing plan. L said yes, 
and the referral was made.
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Since getting to know the community, staff have learnt that social 
isolation is far more prevalent among residents than anticipated. 
They have observed the importance of the weekly presence of the 
project to reduce isolation.

“Bristol Goods has really proved to us at Caring in Bristol how food 
can be used to help build and support a community. It has also 
provided a space for our members to come and chat to us about any 
concerns or issues they might be facing and in turn how we as project 
might be able to help.” 
Ben, Project Manager 

As well as being able to attend social eating events run by the 
project, members have told staff that since joining the project they 
are taking it turns to cook for each other using the produce 
purchased from Bristol Goods.

“A small group  of residents have started to cook for one another 
using the ingredients they buy from Bristol Goods. It’s so great to 
see how the project can support connections between people
in the community to grow.”
Jess, Beneficiary Coordinator

Community Building 



Story of Change 

A, Bristol Goods Member since October 2021 

∘ A was referred to Bristol Goods by the Community Development  
Practitioner and regularly attends the food store at Imperial 
Apartments. During a check-in phone call, A told the 
beneficiary coordinator she was having issues with bills and 
being contacted about a T.V license despite not owning a T.V. 
She was distressed and concerned about the fine she was 
being threatened with. The beneficiary coordinator addressed 
her concerns and asked about current support she was 
getting. 

∘ A had previously worked with a support service but she was
no longer getting any support. The coordinator asked if she 
would like to try and restart this support. A said yes and 
Bristol Goods made a referral to the support service.

∘ The Beneficiary Coordinator also supported A to research 
activities, such as a writing course which she was interested 
in. She has since been connected with a publication that 
supports people who identify as working class to publish their 
work.

∘ The Beneficiary Coordinator provided A with some 
some guidance about how to manage her bills. 



Social Eating 
The project has delivered three successful social eating events 
since December 2021, with meals provided by Co-Exist 
Community Kitchen. Through these events, staff and volunteers 
were able to engage with residents beyond the existing project 
membership. For many residents who live alone and may be 
isolated, attending the social eating events have encouraged 
members get to know each other and engage with their 
extended community. Several members have mobility issues, 
and therefore locating the social eating at Imperial 
Apartments made the event accessible to all. 

Social Eating Event 1: 
1st December 2021
This event aimed to build awareness of the project, a sense of 
community and promote the second event on the 15th 
December (planned as a sit down meal).

The team served a freshly cooked two course meal to 
takeaway, as well as providing recipe cards and leaflets on 
housing information and budgeting. The food received 
excellent feedback, with many attendees having second 
portions. 

Menu: Warm Italian bean stew with stuffed 
peppers and a slice of carrot cake.

60 + people attended, including 11 Bristol 
Goods members 

4 members re-engaged

33 sign ups to the next social eating event 



Social Eating Event 2: 15th December 2021
Due to high Covid-19 infection rates the plan for this event was 
adapted from a sit-down event in a local community church to 
a safe, outdoor, takeaway meal. While the social interaction 
element was limited, the team were still able to deliver a free, 
warm and nutritious meal for residents. 

Menu: Hot festive meal & cake (with recipe cards)

50 people attended, including 17 members
1 member  re-engaged after several months lapse 

Social Eating Event 3: 17th March 2022
For this event, Bristol Goods staff worked closely with the 
Community Support Officer at Imperial Apartments to promote 
the event. The Community Support Officer also attended the 
event and were able to experience the model for themselves.  

Menu: Fresh pasta dish with seasonal salads and 
tangerine and mango cake 
40+ people attended, including 15 members
Staff felt more connected to the wider community at Imperial 
Apartments and were able to interact with more residents- not 
just those referred to Bristol Goods.

"The social eating event in March was lovely and 
many residents at Imperial Apartments were excited 
about it. One tenant even got involved on the day, 
calling some of his more isolated neighbours to check 
if they wanted a meal - it felt positive, and everyone is 
looking forward to the Social eating event in the 
summer!"

Ania Álvarez, Bristol City Council Community 
Development Practitioner (South Bristol)



Future Plans
Second location 
The team are setting up Bristol Goods at a second location in the Withywood 
Centre in Hartcliffe, one of the most neglected wards in Bristol and also a 
‘food desert’* .This location has been identified in close consultation with 
local community groups and the Council as an area where the project could 
help to address food insecurity and reduce social isolation. Bristol Goods is 
due to start operating in this location on Thursdays beginning in Spring 2022.

The aim for the second location is not only that Bristol Goods will make fresh, 
healthy food and recipes available for those who need it, but that food can 
be used as a ‘hook’ enabling us to sign-post people, particularly those at risk 
of homelessness, to other services. This project will work alongside our ‘Bristol 
Early Doors’ project, also operating in Hartcliffe, which aims to make housing 
advice more accessible to people struggling to maintain a tenancy. The 
Bristol Goods team expect to make referrals to the Bristol Early Doors service. 

The community centre will give Bristol Goods more opportunity to engage 
with members, providing increased space and privacy than is currently 
possible at Imperial Apartments. It will also be used as a place to hold 
workshops with external services and agencies. 

Once the second location is up and running, Bristol Goods will hold social 
eating events here too, with local volunteers cooking and serving the food.

Bristol Goods will continue to operate at Imperial Apartments, with more 
support from volunteers. This includes residents of Imperial Apartments itself, 
who are keen to be involved. 

*A food desert is where they are two or
fewer supermarkets for every 15,000
people, where average areas have about
five.

Integrating Bristol Goods into 
Caring in Bristol services
We are exploring how to integrate the 
Bristol Goods model into the other projects 
at Caring in Bristol, with a particular focus 
on the organisation's Youth Services. We 
believe this will further prove the project 
learnings about food's success as a tool to 
strengthen client engagement. 

In the context of the cost of living crisis, 
access to affordable healthy food and 
budgeting and cooking skills is ever more 
important for the people supported across 
our organisation.
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A huge thank you for your support of 
Bristol Goods, it has made a real 

difference to our members and their 
journey to independence! 

Thank you to the following organisations for your generous 
and essential support of Bristol Goods: 

Beatrice Laing Trust 
Bristol City Council  

John James Charitable Trust
Rotary Club of Bristol Breakfast 

 Rotary Club of Chipping Sodbury
 Zurich Community Trust
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“I appreciate very much your support, I 
would like to thank you for the service. 
Now I’m back on track with my life I’m 
ok now, it's met my need and I'm really 

grateful.”

Member who has moved on from Bristol Goods membership 



The Night Shelter  •  14 Little Bishop Street  •  St Pauls, Bristol, BS2 9JF  •  Tel: +44(0)117 924 4444  •  info@caringinbristol.org.uk

Registered charity in England and Wales  Number: 1151645  •  Company Number 08419424  •  Registered Office: Caring in Bristol Ltd
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